VIP days and group
workshops
Info Pack
Here’s your info pack for Beautiful Swans – Live;
VIP days or workshops for between 1 and 10
people, in a beautiful setting in North Leeds.
I’ve been sitting behind my desk working online
for a while now and I’m longing to dive deep and
meet some of my Beautiful Swans in person,
where I can give you massive support, answer
your questions as they come up AND give you
some big hugs when you need them!
We’re going to be meeting in The Mercure Parkway hotel on Otley Road just on the outskirts of
Leeds. It’s a breeze to get to from the A1 and M1, and set alongside some really beautiful
parkland.
I’ve chosen this setting because I know that you need a couple of days to really focus on yourself
in a gorgeous setting, being spoilt with refreshments on tap, beautiful scenery, being close to
nature and 2 full days to focus on your needs with my support.

We’ll be meeting at 9.30 both mornings for coffee and
a chat; on the Saturday it will be an opportunity for us
to get to know each other and on the Sunday it will be
a great time for you to ask me any questions that you
may have thought of since the day before.
We’ll start ‘proper’ at 10am each day and aim to finish
around 4-4.30pm. (I’ve included an itinerary with this
pack).
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Over the course of the 2 days I can get really
involved with you to help you to:
succeed in removing the causes of your
emotional eating
put plans in place to prevent it from coming
back
look at any other factors in your relationship
with food, including any diet baggage you may
be carrying and any triggering emotions that
you have.
We’ll talk about how you feel about your body and
we’ll do some work around self preservation and
techniques to support you to cope without relying
on food.

On the first day we will spend the morning in the
meeting room, we’ll focus on your emotional eating
and we’ll also be looking at the things you can tweak
in your life that will support you in reducing the
amount of time you spend focused on food.
We’ll be able to buy lunch or you can bring it with you
and eat it with us in the hotel lounge and we’ll be
taking a lunch break away from the meeting room to
allow yourself to clear your head and process some of
the work we’ve been doing in the morning.
In the afternoon we’ll be focusing on your feelings
around your body and (weather permitting) we’ll be
taking a mindful walk around the lake in Golden Acre
Park, so make sure you have suitable shoes to change
into. It can get a tiny bit muddy.
We’ll come back to the meeting room to finish off and
allow you to ask any questions you need to.
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On the Sunday, we’ll be looking at food and
eating again in the morning. We’ll be talking
again about emotional eating, with a few new
techniques that we’ll practice, then we’ll talk
about mindful and intuitive eating.
We’ll have lunch in the meeting room (again,
order from the hotel or bring a packed lunch) and
use it as an intuitive and mindful eating practice,
so that you can really embed what you’ve
learned and then after lunch we’ll take a ‘head
clearing’ break. (You can go back to explore the
park if you wish!)

In the afternoon we’ll be talking about things you can use as coping mechanisms, ways to eliminate
emotional eating and we’ll do a mediation, where you can relax and focus.
Followed by a final opportunity to ask questions and feedback on how you feel you’ve grown over
the weekend.
Beautiful Swans Live isn’t just about that weekend though
– you’ll also have:
a workbook that we’ll use during the weekend that
you can take away with you as ongoing support
guided meditations
Mp3 hypnosis recordings
a digital version of the Beautiful Swans Journal to keep
you on track.
PLUS I’ll be booking in a 15 minute 1-2-1 call with you
for later that month to see how you’re getting on and
to give you additional support ~ make sure you bring
your diary, so we can get it booked in.
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If you have any further questions about how this works, how to book, or if there’s something you’re
not sure about, extra details you’d like to know then just email me Rachel@beautifulswans.com
If you’re not able to drive to Leeds and back in a day, you can book rooms in the hotel or there are
B&Bs locally in Rawdon, Yeadon and Otley as well as other hotels in North Leeds. Just ask if you want
more info.

With love,

